DAY ONE
WAL2:
Write: Introduction of your Character Essay.
1. Keep the focus of the first three sentences on the idea of Character as they pertain to your CI, rather than giving background on the story. I have read it ;-) 
2. Use a definition as part of the first 3 sentences.

Uncle Tom’s Cabin (UTC):
Read: at tabbnet.com/amlit from Week 12 Handouts - Uncle Tom's Cabin Study Guide (UTC SG) : About the Novel's Author. p.p. 8 - 10.
Write: A list of 10 facts you have learned.
Preview: The Questions, Dig Deeper, and Analysis questions for Chapters 1 -5
Read: Chapter 1 of Uncle Tom's Cabin (UTC).

Practice: Reciting your Poem. Begin polishing it with all of the following:
1. Interpretation (your unique style)
2. Volume (add louds and softs)
3. Diction and Enunciation (pronouncing words clearly)
4. Inflection (alternations in pitch and tone)

DAY TWO
WAL2:
Write the conclusion for your essay. Follow: Formula for Every Sentence of an Essay

Read: on website (UTC S.G.) Background Information (p.p. 11 - 13)
Write: A list of 10 facts you have learned. Do NOT take facts from section: Legal Milestones.
Read: Chapter 2 & 3 of UTC

Recite: Polished poem to family member. Family members initials: ________

DAY THREE
WAL1 and 2
Format: your essay properly (WAL 1: See attached sample)
Be sure all keywords, topic sentences, and CI/TS are underlined in all paragraphs.
Name: your final document with your First initial, Last Name, Likes Essay. (LTabblikesessay)
E-mail: me a non-pdf copy of your essay. Be sure it is named correctly.
Print out: two copies of your essay. If it is two pages, staple them. Submit with, but not stapled to, your week 12 assignments.

UTC:
Read: UTC Chapter 4 & 5
Discuss: with a family member or a classmate ALL of the questions under Questions section from UTC S.G., Chapter 1-5.
Discussion partner initials_________.

Recite: Polished poem to family member. Family members initials: _______

DAY FOUR
Do: 5 Vocabulary words. Pick from Study Guide Chapters 1 -5 (page 16 and 17 from Week 12 Handouts).
*Answer: Analysis and Dig Deeper section from UTC S.G. Chapter 1-5 (on website).
Recite: Polished poem to family member. Family members initials: _______

Honors Option: Follow Syllabus
History Credit Option: Follow Syllabus